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CET Central European Translations was founded in 1994 as a network of Central- , Eastern- as well as Western 
European translation offices. Now, CET Translations has offices in Romania, Hungary, and Germany. Having more 
than 1,000 satisfied clients, we have become one of the market leaders in the region. At present, more than 30 
employees supported by more than 6,000 in-house and freelance translators help you bridge the communication 
gaps between people worldwide.                                                                                                                             

“Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company. In 2007 CET  
Translations helped us localize into Romanian a SAP SRM system for one of our clients. We have been very 
satisfied with the work of CET Translations. … The system had over 200,000 lines and we had only 3 months 
at our disposal for the translation and localization. … We strongly recommend CET Translations to whoever 
needs localization services into Romanian.”                                     Accenture GmbH  

                                                                                                                                          

In 2007 CET Central European Translations SRL became the first Certified SAP Translation Partner in Romania. 
This certification underlines CET's competence in complex software localization projects. As of July 2010, CET has 
joined the SAP Language Service Partner Track in the SAP PartnerEdge Program. To further improve our quality 
processes, we have become ISO 9001:2008 certified. Our translators and interpreters translate into their native 
language, they have university degrees, a thorough education in languages and appropriate qualifications in 
specialized fields. Moreover, our translations are double-checked by proofreaders in order for the highest quality 
standards to be ensured. The consistency of a translation is ensured by the use of Computer Aided Translation (CAT) 
Tools: our in-house translators and our freelancers are trained and have acquired experience in using all major 
CAT Tools, including TRADOS and other translation memory tools.

“ING Bank Romania began its collaboration with CET Translations in September 2005… This company 
revealed a team of dedicated and enthusiastic people, willing to do their best for their customers. 
CET Translations has always answered our translation requests very promptly. So far, they have translated 
for us more than 1,500 pages in the financial-banking and legal areas. We strongly recommend CET 
Translations as a professional translation services provider…  ” ING Bank

                                                                                                                                     

Our goal is to support our clients in all the aspects regarding Central, Eastern as well as Western European languages: 
translation of all kinds of documents, interpreting, telephone conference interpreting. Software and website localization 
as well as Desktop Publishing are among our top services.

“I would like to thank the team of CET Translations for the excellent services of translation and interpretation 
we have received in the last two years. I have found CET Translations to be professional and expeditious in 
responding to our requests, providing technically proficient and reasonably priced services. I have been 
tremendously satisfied with their services… A first class service that I would recommend to any company 
needing help with translation or interpretation”.  Alstom Power Systems
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Our Clients
►   
►   ABB Daimler Benz
►   ABBOTT Laboratories
►   Accenture GmbH
►   AC Nielsen
►   Agip
►   Alcatel
►   Alstom Power Systems
►   Ansaldo Nucleare
►   Aral 
►   Bayer
►   CNH
►   Continental
►   Cora Hypermarché

3M ►   Danone 
►   Ford
►   GE Energy
►   GlaxoSmithKline
►   Goodyear
►   Henkel
►   Hewlett Packard
►   Honeywell
►   IBM
►   ING Bank
►   Iveco 
►   Malév
►   MAN
►   Merck Sharp & Dohme

►   Michelin
►   Mobil Oil 
►   Motorola
►   Nestlé
►   Ogilvy and Mather
►   OMV
►   Pfizer
►   Philip Morris
►   Pirelli
►   Porsche
►   PricewaterhouseCoopers
►   PRO TV
►   Procter & Gamble
►   Raiffeisen Bank

►   Richter Gedeon
►   Roland Berger
►   Rompetrol
►   Samsung
►   SAP
►   Schering Plough
►   Siemens
►   Solvay Pharma
►   Toyota 
►   
►   UniCredit Ţiriac Bank
►   Voith AG 
►   Whirlpool 
►   Xerox

Ţuca Zbârcea & Asociaţii



www.cet-translations.com

+ 49 - 221 - 492 53 81                                                        + 49 - 174 - 672 26 76
+ 36 - 1- 301 - 0424                                                            + 36 - 30 - 619 63 84
+ 40 - 21 - 310 28 25, + 40 - 21 - 313 00 04/05                  + 40 - 722 22 30 47
office@cet-translations.com




